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Calculation of electronic, structural, and vibrational properties in alkali halides
using a density-functional method with localized densities
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A recently developed density-functional method based on localized densities is applied to calculate elec-
tronic, structural, and vibrational properties of 20 alkali halides with elements lithium through cesium and
fluorine through iodine. Properties calculated include dissociation energy, lattice parameter, dielectric constant,
elastic moduli, and phonon frequencies for the high-symmetry points of the Brillouin zone. Results are dis-
cussed and compared with experiment and other calculations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An approach to first-principles studies for ionic soli
based on localized densities has been presented in a r
series of papers.1–5 In this method the densities are obtain
by solving one-electron Schro¨dinger’s equations, one fo
each atomic site, whose potentials are determined variat
ally from the total energy. A local-density approximation6 is
employed to account for exchange and correlation ene
and kinetic energy contributions due to overlapping densi
are included using the Thomas-Fermi approximation. T
Schrödinger’s equations are solved using basis functio
with radial dependence given by tabulated Slater function7,8

and angular dependence given by spherical harmonics. S
the potentials are nonspherical in general, so also are
resultant atomic/ionic densities. The new densities determ
a new set of potentials and the procedure is iterated to s
consistency. For this reason the method is called s
consistent atomic deformation~SCAD!. As a result of the
variational formulation of the potentials the SCAD meth
automatically minimizes the total energy in accord with Ja
ak’s theorem.9

The SCAD method can be viewed as an extension of
Gordon-Kim10 model which allows for complete relaxatio
of the atomic densities. Several other self-consistent ato
models have been presented.11–17 The SCAD method
evolved from attempts to extend the work of Edwardson.14 It
is closely related to the approach taken by Ivanov a
Maksimov17 and appears to be formally equivalent to that
Cortona.16 However, Cortona’s applications18 were limited
to consideration of spherically symmetric charge relaxatio
Lacks and Gordon19 have used a direct energy minimizatio
technique to obtain impressive results for several oxid
Their approach accounts for nonspherical ions by incorpo
ing spherical bonding charges between spherical ions.
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~17!/11425~7!/$15.00
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Applications of the SCAD method for oxide-based pero
skite materials have been encouraging and have thrown
light on the origins of ferroelectric instabilities in thes
systems.4,5 Most recently, it was applied to calculate pola
ization and related properties for one compound selec
from each of the I-VII, II-VI, and III-V groups.21 Results
obtained for the selected I-VII compound~NaCl! were in
especially good agreement with experiment.

In this work we continue these studies by doing a th
ough investigation of the I-VII~alkali-halide! compounds,
which are expected to be most accurately described
SCAD. In particular, we report results for dissociation e
ergy, lattice parameter, elastic moduli, dielectric consta
Born effective charges, optic mode frequencies, and frequ
cies at other high-symmetry points of the Brillouin zone f
the 20 compounds lithium through cesium and fluori
through iodine.

II. METHOD

The SCAD method has been described in previo
publications.2–4 We proceed here with a brief account. Th
total energy is written

E@n~r !#5(
i

T0@ni~r !#1Tk@n~r !#

2(
i

Tk@ni~r !#1F@n~r !#, ~1!

where the total density is given by a sum over site localiz
densities, each expressed as spherical harmonic expan
about the atomic sitesRi :
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n~r !5(
i

ni~r2Ri !5 (
i ,l ,m

nlm
( i )~ ur2Ri u!Ylm~r 2R̂i !.

~2!

The densities associated with each site (ni) and the on-site
kinetic energies (T0@ni #) are determined from the occupie
solutions of Schro¨dinger’s equation for the potential formu
lated variationally from the total energy2

v i~r !5vF@n~r !#1vk@n~r !#2vk@ni~r !#5(
l ,m

v lm
( i )~r !Ylm~ r̂ !,

~3!

where r is with respect to an origin at sitei. In the above
expressions,Tk is a functional to account for the kinetic en
ergy due to overlapping densities~the Thomas-Fermi expres
sion is used here!, F denotes all nonkinetic ~i.e.,
exchange-correlation6 and electrostatic! contributions to the
total energy andvF(vk) are the functional derivatives o
F(Tk).

The Schro¨dinger’s equations are solved using a ba
composed of tabulated radial Slater-type functions7,8 times
the corresponding spherical harmonics. AdditionalYlm’s ~up
to l 53) are included for radial functions of the valence ele
trons ~negative ionp states!. This results in terms up tol
56 in the spherical harmonic expansion of the densities.
find the density expansion can be truncated atl 54, along
with the potential expansion, with negligible error. On
convergence is achieved~typically in ;20 iterations mixing
40% of the new and 60% of the old charge densities! Eq. ~1!
is evaluated for the total energy. Long-ranged contributio
to the energy and potentials are determined using Ew
techniques for interactions among monopoles, dipoles,
quadrupoles. The particular methods employed for comp
ing the various properties reported here are discussed as
of Sec. IV below.

III. POLARIZATION

The method for computing polarization within the SCA
model is straightforward.21 We can adopt the usual definitio
of polarization, as the dipole moment per unit volume.
general, this quantity is only defined to within a consta
because, for a finite crystal, its value will depend on surf
structure. However, thechangein polarization of a crystal is
given unambiguously by itschangein dipole moment,

DP5Dpc /Vc , ~4!

wherepc(Vc) is the dipole moment~volume! of the crystal.
In the SCAD model the total charge density is expressed
sum over ‘‘atomiclike’’ densities@Eq. ~2!# with monopoles
and dipoles determined self-consistently. For the compou
considered here, the monopole charge of each ion rem
11 or 21, and the dipole moment of each ion is determin
by SCAD. Our unit cell is defined, as in crystallography,
identifying the space group and Wyckoff positions of t
ions. Thus the change in dipole moment of the unit cel
given straightforwardly in terms of the displacement of t
monopole charges and the change in the dipole momen
the ions. Moments of charge are determined by integrati
over all space. By assumption, our crystal has no net char
s
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so its dipole moment is independent of the origin. Moreov
its value is given uniquely~to within a constant dependin
on the particular arrangement of monopoles on the surfa!
by the sum of the dipole moments of the ions. If the numb
N of unit cells in the crystal is large, then we can write

Dpc5NDp, ~5!

whereDp is the change in the dipole moment of a unit cell
the bulk, and

Dpc /Vc5
1

V (
i

Dpi , ~6!

wherepi is the dipole moment of thei th ion andV5Vc /N is
the volume per unit cell.

If we had attempted to define the dipole moment of a u
cell by integrating over some region of space with volumeV,
then the definition ofDp would be ambiguous, as pointe
out by Martin.22 The ambiguity results from a lack of ac
counting for charge that may flow from one unit-cell volum
~V! to another. The ‘‘modern theory of polarization’’23 suc-
cessfully deals with this problem by defining change in p
larization in terms charge flow. This allows computation
DP from quantities derived from the Kohn-Sham24 ~KS!
band-structure approach, in which the charge density is
pressed in terms of functions that are extended through
the crystal. An ambiguity in our expression forDP would
arise if charge were to be transferred from one ion to
other; a situation analogous to that discussed by Mar
However, this could only happen if the SCAD energy leve
of the valence electrons were not completely occupied.
our case the halidep statesare completely occupied, and th
next higher unoccupied levels are well above these in ene
~Table I!.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The unoccupieds levels of the alkali ions are found to b
several eV above the highest occupied levels (p states! of the
halide ions. Thus, the monopole charges are predicted
SCAD to be11 for the alkali ions and21 for the halide
ions. Transferring charge from the halide ion’s outerp level
to the alkali ion’s lowest unoccupied level produces a sh
increase in energy. As is often done in presentations of ba
structure results based on the KS formulation of dens
functional theory, we compare the energy difference betw
the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied levels with
perimentally determined band gaps. There is no fundame
reason to expect a good correlation in either case becaus
Hohenberg-Kohn theorem25 makes no statement about th
possible significance of one electron energy levels used

TABLE I. Calculated and experimental~Ref. 20! values for
band gaps in eV. Experimental values are shown in parenthes

Li Na K Rb Cs

F 11.5~12.6! 10.3~11.7! 5.0~10.9! 6.8 5.5
Cl 7.5~9.4! 6.7~7.3! 5.1~7.2! 5.7~7.3! 5.1~7.6!
Br 7.2 6.6~7.1! 5.3~6.6! 5.7~6.3! 5.2~6.6!
I 5.6 5.1~5.4! 4.2~5.5! 4.6~5.8! 4.2~5.6!
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the determination of the density. In fact, band gaps from
calculations tend to underestimate experimental values
about 30% to 50%. As seen in Table I, we find a somew
better correlation with experimental values, although the c
culated values are substantially too low for the potass
compounds. We would expect a larger band-gap predic
from the SCAD method compared to results of ban
structure calculations, simply because the width of ba
centered about the SCAD energy levels would reduce
band-gap values.

FIG. 1. SCAD total-energy values~circles! and four-parameter
Birch fit ~solid lines! for RbCl in the B1 and B 12structures.
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Elastic moduli and phonon frequencies are derived fr
the dependence of total energy as a function of small dis
tions of the crystal structure. For all but the lithium com
pounds we were able to choose distortions with displa
ments of ;0.01 to ;0.1 Bohr for the total-energy
calculations. For the lithium compounds, however, the to
energy results displayed some noise that could produce l
errors when using small (,;0.1 Bohr! displacements. Fur-
ther examination showed the noise to be somewhat sens
to small changes in the radial basis functions.26 We do not
have an explanation for this except to suggest that it may
related to the fact that the Li1 ion does not have a core. Fo
the other alkali ions, the density which overlaps mo
strongly with the negative ions is partially stabilized by o
thogonalization with its core electrons. In any case, we h
attempted to avoid this problem by including more and lar
distortions for the lithium compounds to compute phon
frequencies. This is discussed in more detail below. Wh
this strategy was reasonably successful, we still find sign
cantly larger errors for the lithium compounds.

The equilibrium lattice parameters~a! and bulk moduli
~B! were determined, as described by Mehlet al.,27 from a
four parameter Birch equation fitted to 6–8 total-energy v
ues in the region of the energy minimum. The quality of t
fit is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the total energy for RbCl
plotted as a function of volume for both B1~rock salt! and
B2 ~CsCl! structures. The smooth behavior of the tota
energy values as a function of volume, illustrated in Fig. 1
typical for all compounds treated, including the lithium h
lides. Calculated values for lattice parametera and bulk
modulusB, derived from the Birch fit, are listed in Table I
ed
TABLE II. Calculated and experimental~Ref. 28! values of lattice constanta in Ȧ, the high-frequency
dieletric constante` , Born effective chargeZ* , elastic moduli~bulk modulusB and shear moduliiC11

2C12 andC44) in units of 1011 dyn/cm2 and dissociation energyD in eV. Experimental values are express
in parentheses.

a e` Z* B C112C12 C44 D

LiF 3.99~4.00! 2.03~1.93! 1.14~1.05! 9.24~6.98! 3.74~6.92! 6.30~6.49! 10.2~8.8!
LiCl 4.98~5.08! 2.95~2.79! 1.32~1.24! 4.09~3.34! 1.62~2.94! 2.33~2.67! 7.9~7.1!
LiBr 5.34~5.43! 3.67~3.22! 1.47~1.26! 3.15~2.63! 1.32~2.03! 1.51~2.05! 7.3~6.5!
LiI 5.74~6.00! 4.68~3.80! 1.64~1.36! 2.60~1.92! 1.16~1.45! 1.02~1.41! 6.7~5.6!
NaF 4.64~4.63! 1.63~1.70! 1.07~1.02! 5.62~5.14! 8.27~8.56! 3.10~2.90! 8.9~7.8!
NaCl 5.58~5.64! 2.26~2.25! 1.15~1.12! 2.54~2.66! 4.00~4.61! 1.12~1.33! 6.9~6.6!
NaBr 5.96~5.98! 2.67~2.60! 1.17~1.13! 2.07~2.26! 3.34~3.81! 1.05~1.07! 6.4~6.0!
NaI 6.40~6.47! 3.15~3.15! 1.23~1.2! 1.74~1.79! 2.97~2.96! 0.67~0.78! 5.8~5.2!
KF 5.21~5.35! 1.78~1.50! 1.21~1.21! 4.07~3.51! 6.36~6.11! 1.73~1.29! 8.6~7.6!
KCl 6.08~6.29! 2.35~2.10! 1.23~1.16! 2.06~1.97! 3.62~4.29! 0.81~0.66! 7.2~6.7!
KBr 6.37~6.6! 2.65~2.43! 1.27~1.19! 1.83~1.77! 3.14~3.62! 0.63~0.53! 6.7~6.2!
KI 6.77~7.07! 3.04~2.70! 1.32~1.15! 1.54~1.27! 2.74~3.16! 0.42~0.37! 6.2~5.4!
RbF 5.52~5.63! 1.88~1.90! 1.27~1.26! 3.45~2.93! 5.34~5.42! 1.33~0.94! 8.6~7.4!
RbCl 6.39~6.58! 2.36~2.23! 1.24~1.10! 1.73~1.95! 3.29~3.82! 0.65~0.50! 7.3~6.6!
RbBr 6.65~6.89! 2.59~2.41! 1.27~1.15! 1.66~1.60! 3.05~3.39! 0.56~0.41! 6.9~6.1!
RbI 7.04~7.34! 2.91~2.63! 1.31~1.29! 1.38~1.31! 2.63~2.85! 0.34~0.29! 6.4~5.4!
CsF 5.89~6.01! 2.06~2.18! 1.38~1.28! 2.91~2.67! 4.57~5.09! 1.07~0.79! 8.6~7.3!
CsCl 3.99~4.11! 2.96~2.60! 1.44~1.26! 2.11~1.98! 3.68~2.37! 0.37~1.08! 7.7~6.6!
CsBr 4.13~4.29! 3.16~2.70! 1.5~1.19! 1.83~1.8! 3.22~2.33! 0.41~1.00! 7.2
CsI 4.33~4.56! 3.63~3.00! 1.56~1.11! 1.71~1.44! 2.32~1.94! 0.50~0.82! 6.8~5.5!
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along with experimental values. The calculated lattice
rameters are compared with experimental values in Fig
The calculated values tend to underestimatea by a few per-
cent. This amount of error is similar, although somew
larger, than expected from KS band-structure methods. S
moduli, C112C12 and C44, were determined from the qua
dratic dependence of total energy on volume conserv
shear strains, as discussed by Mehlet al.27 A nearly qua-
dratic behavior was observed for the change in total ene
for strains up to;10%. Computed values for the elast
moduli are compared with experimental values in Fig.
While the agreement is reasonably good, we note that

FIG. 2. Calculated vs experimental~Ref. 28! lattice parameters
in angstroms, for the alkali halides:s-Li; n-Na;L-K; h-Rb; and
*-Cs.

FIG. 3. Calculated vs experimental~Ref. 28! elastic moduli
~bulk modulus,C112C12 andC44), in 0.1 Mbar, for the alkali ha-
lides: s-Li; n-Na;L-K; h-Rb; and*-Cs.
-
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t
ar
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larger discrepancies occur for the lithium and cesium co
pounds.

The dissociation energyD is the difference between th
total energy calculated for the equilibrium lattice parame
and that obtained for isolated atoms. The values, listed
Table II are plotted in Fig. 4. The calculated values syste
atically overestimateD by about 10 to 15%. This is typica
for KS based calculations as well.29

We compute the dielectric susceptibility from the pola
ization induced by an electric field. If the electric field
chosen to be in thez direction with magnitudeEz , then we

FIG. 5. Calculated vs experimental~Ref. 28! high-frequency
dielectric constants for the alkali halides:s-Li; n-Na;L-K; h-Rb;
and*-Cs.

FIG. 4. Calculated vs experimental~Ref. 28! values for disso-
ciation energy D, in eV, for the alkali halides:
s-Li; n-Na;L-K; h-Rb; and*-Cs.
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TABLE III. Calculated and experimental~Ref. 28! G2 andX mode frequencies~1/cm! of alkali halides.
Experimental values are expressed inside the parentheses.

G4
2 G4

2 X3
2 X3

2 X5
2 X5

2

LiF 708~667! 337~315! 281~336! 505~462! 259~241! 320~347!

LiCl 440~436! 173~220! 110~170! 268~273! 132~126! 168~236!

LiBr 371~357! 137~183! 43~105! 190~220! 79~78! 141~194!

LiI 330~294! 132~141! 77~78! 146~157! 42~50! 140~144!

NaF 436~431! 237~252! 254~253! 301~293! 146~145! 255~256!

NaCl 270~269! 160~171! 148~140! 182~189! 86~84! 167~177!

NaBr 208~208! 128~133! 89~90! 143~139! 55~56! 133~134!

NaI 181~180! 120~124! 57~55! 127~142! 36~41! 122~130!

KF 351~340! 183~202! 174~162! 218~201! 96~87! 193~182!

KCl 217~217! 129~149! 107~111! 145~161! 59~62! 135~155!

KBr 167~168! 102~120! 70~71! 115~138! 39~39! 107~127!

KI 143~142! 91~107! 42~51! 101~112! 23~31! 95~108!

RbF 293~285! 147~162! 109~107! 177~182! 62~58! 156~168!

RbCl 176~174! 107~126! 73~76! 125~134! 40~42! 114~127!

RbBr 130~130! 83~93! 59~58! 92~98! 34~33! 86~95!

RbI 107~108! 71~80! 38~43! 77~82! 20~22! 74~80!

CsF 256~241! 111~133! 81~72! 126~174! 46~48! 115~145!

G4
2 G4

2 X1
1 X3

2 X5
1 X5

2

CsCl 153~161! 63~103! 149~151! 52~84! 87~97! 27~43!

CsBr 110~112! 48~78! 97~97! 32~65! 82~78! 28~45!

CsI 92~85! 46~63! 71~66! 31~42! 75~74! 34~48!

TABLE IV. Calculated and experimental~Ref. 28! frequencies for high-symmetry zone-boundary mod
of alkali halides~1/cm!. Experimental values are expressed inside the parentheses.

L1
1 L3

1 L2
2 L3

2 W1 W2 W5 W5

LiF 415~336! 172~200! 583~567! 233~294! 278~273! 372~357! 326~315! 379~472!

LiCl 225~210! 86~115! 378~483! 159~241! 147~152! 245~283! 175~168! 187~236!

LiBr 134~131! 47~68! 348~409! 158~200! 85~94! 228~247! 103~100! 146~210!

LiI 94~87! 34~39! 310~354! 165~168! 63~58! 217~210! 54~63! 136~147!

NaF 335~329! 196~208! 311~310! 173~172! 239~233! 208~212! 216~223! 274~292!

NaCl 180~176! 111~118! 214~228! 130~140! 132~136! 152~160! 122~120! 174~195!

NaBr 106~104! 67~69! 206~190! 125~125! 82~89! 141~173! 78~78! 139~151!

NaI 75~77! 51~51! 189~178! 122~114! 60~66! 134~145! 52~50! 125~136!

KF 292~291! 177~189! 208~208! 114~126! 209~228! 142~132! 145~145! 205~216!

KCl 158~169! 99~118! 152~149! 95~102! 117~128! 111~115! 87~88! 140~159!

KBr 98~101! 64~76! 150~157! 94~94! 76~83! 106~113! 60~57! 111~150!

KI 70~68! 46~54! 139~131! 90~97! 55~57! 100~123! 37~37! 98~106!

RbF 271~247! 165~165! 131~125! 70~73! 193~201! 89~80! 92~89! 167~179!

RbCl 148~146! 98~111! 96~99! 61~68! 113~130! 71~78! 58~57! 119~139!

RbBr 95~91! 65~75! 98~100! 63~68! 75~81! 72~77! 51~48! 89~95!

RbI 68~65! 48~54! 91~87! 61~60! 54~60! 67~69! 32~37! 76~82!

CsF 249~232! 147~145! 97~92! 47~52! 174~203! 65~53! 68~63! 123~169!

M2
2 M3

2 M5
2 M5

2 R5
1 R4

2

CsCl 29~61! 12~39! 63~90! 102~122! 101~125! 64~66!

CsBr 16~29! 21~54! 53~61! 74~90! 70~83! 59~63!

CsI 17~38! 25~39! 37~48! 62~76! 50~55! 54~59!
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add the termEzrA4p/3 to v1,0
( i ) (r ) for each ion in the unit

cell. This procedure gives the same susceptibility as that
tained when the field is applied to a slab perpendicular tẑ,
or if a periodic long-wavelength field in theẑ direction is
applied to supercell with the same period, as long as
change in polarization is divided by thetotal macroscopic
field. For example, the change in dipole moment for ions
the interior of a slab results not only from the external fie
but also from the macroscopic field due to changes in dipo
at the surfaces. In addition, phonon-dispersion curves ca
lated by the frozen phonon using SCAD energies have b
shown to join smoothly to the longitudinal optic mode
zero wave vector.21 We useEz;0.001~Ht. atomic units! to
determine the susceptibility and have verified the respons
linear for fields up to this value. The computed values
dielectric constant are compared with experimental value
Fig. 5. We see the comparison is quite good with a tende
for SCAD values to be too large by;10% on average.

Calculation of Born effective charge tensorsZ i* using the
SCAD method has been discussed by Boyeret al.4 For an
alkali halide there is just one value to determine becauseZ i*
is diagonal with equal diagonal elements, andZ* [Z1*
52Z2* . Its value is the rigid-ion charge needed to produ
the actual polarization resulting from the displacement of
ion. We use displacements of;0.1 Bohr and have verified

FIG. 6. Calculated vs experimental~Ref. 28! phonon frequen-
cies as listed in Tables III and IV:s-Li; n-Na;L-K; h-Rb; and
*-Cs.
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that the induced polarization has a linear dependence on
placement in this range.

We use the ‘‘frozen phonon’’ method to determine ph
non frequencies. Changes in energy for distortions consis
with the phonons’ symmetries30 are calculated with the
SCAD method, and these values are used to determine
quadratic coffecients and frequencies. For all but the Li co
pounds we used frozen modes with;0.1 Bohr amplitude
displacements to determind the frequencies. Values for
Li compounds were determined by least-squares fit to sev
energies with displacements in the range 0.1 to 0.6 Bo
Results for the high-symmetry points in the Brillouin zon
G, X, L, andW for the B1 structure andG, X, R, andM for the
B2 structure, are shown in Tables III and IV. The frequenc
v at G are split into longitudinal- and transverse-optic
branches by the electric field associated with lon
wavelength longitudinal modes. In our case the splitting
given by

vLO
2 5vTO

2 1
4pe2~Z* !2

Ve`m
, ~7!

wheree is the electronic charge andm is the reduced mass
The frequencies for all modes are compared with experim
tal values in Fig. 6. We see the agreement is excellent for
most part, with significantly larger discrepancies for t
lithium compounds.

Many of the alkali halides transform from the B1 to th
B2 structure under hydrostatic pressure. The transition p
sure Pc is determined from the Gibb’s energies (G5E
1PV) for the two structures. Our calculated transition pre
sures are compared with experimental values and prev
calculations31 based on rigid-ion Gordon-Kim potentials i
Table V. The calculation of transition pressures is very d
manding for total-energy methods. Both energy differen
and volume differences must be highly accurate to achi
accurate transition pressures. For example, an error in
energy difference between the two structures of one par
107 of the total energy can give an error of;10 kbar inPc .
We find the SCAD results give a lower energy for B1 stru
ture for all the alkali halides. This is correct for all but th
CsCl, CsBr, and CsI compounds. In the worst case, CsC
found to have lower energy in the B1 structure
0.0037 Ht. This is a small improvement over the spheri
ion result (0.0048) obtained by Cortona.18 He investigated
the possibility that treating the heavier~Cs! ions relativisti-
cally might improve this result, but it did not. Contrary to th
situation found for CsCl, our results for the Na and K com
pounds would indicate the B2 energies are predicted to
too low compared to the B1 energies. The source of th
, by
TABLE V. Transition pressures in kbar for B1 to B2 structure transitions as calculated by SCAD
preveous calculations based on rigid-ion Gordon-Kim potentials~Ref. 31! ~square brackets! and from experi-
ment ~Ref. 32! ~in parentheses!.

Li Na K Rb Cs

F .200@.200#(.100) .200@.200#(.200) 106@75#(.100) 84@61#(.100) 96
Cl .200@.200#(.100) 158@46# ~300! 38 @12# ~20! 26 @4# ~5! 20(,0)
Br .200@96#(.100) 119@30#(.100) 31@7# ~19! 19 @0# ~5! 16(,0)
I .200@227#(.100) 43@27#(.100) 13@210# ~19! 7 @29# ~4! 6(,0)
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errors surely results from the use of the Thomas-Fermi
proximation for overlap kinetic energy. Nevertheless,
SCAD results forPc show a marked improvement over pr
vious rigid-ion results.31
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